Fashion for the Holidays!
Enchanted Evenings
Dresses to Fall in Love with
& the Bags to Carry (and Give) Now

ALL THAT GLITTERS
GEN Z BEAUTY GROWS UP

A PLACE FOR US
WEST SIDE STORY REMIXED

The World according to Phoebe Waller-Bridge
“I always want to be dangerous”
Bag of Tricks

Sisters Adut and Winnie Akech make kinetic art by accessorizing long, slim silhouettes with a bevy of backpacks fit to wear here, there, and everywhere. Photographed by Erwin Wurm.

STRIPE TEASE
Making like a style-savvy mine, model Winnie sports a boldly banded Loewe backpack ($1,600; Loewe). Mainly dead at the taking, Bottega Veneta earrings.
Fashion Editor: Alex Harrington.

HEADS ABOVE THE REST
Ready with packable pockets, a color-blocked backpack from Palm Angels (palmangels.com) treads the line between utterly practical and perfectly absurd. Model Adut Akech does much the same in a Proenza Schouler coat. $2,490. Proenza Schouler, NYC.
STOP IN THE NAME OF LOVE

The mini-bag is back—and here to stay. Miu Miu red leather backpack, $1,790; miumiu.com.

Longchamp green nylon backpack, $140; longchamp.com.

Chanel baby leather backpack, $4,300; select Chanel stores.

Senreve yellow leather convertible bag, $775; senreve.com.

Jil Sander dress, $1,180; Barneys New York, NYC. Celine by Hedi Slimane earrings. Bottega Veneta slides.

SISTER ACT

White: Altuzarra plays with the contrast of her close-fitting N°21 by Alessandro Dell'Acqua dress ($1,377; numero ventuno.com) paired with wide-leg Akris trousers ($1,055; akris.com). Winnie's Prada frock ($2,683; select Prada stores) counters menswear-inspired shirts/leaves with a prairie-style pleated bodice. On both: Proenza Schouler flats.
FREE FORM
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT: Balenciaga knit pants (worn as a sweater), $1,200; Balenciaga, NYC.
Akris skirt, $965; Akris stores.
Prada precoat, $1,183; select Prada stores.
Bottega Veneta white sandals, Marina Moscone skirt, $690; marinamoscone.com.
Bottega Veneta blue sandals; Adult and Winfrey share a Balenciaga sweater, Balenciaga, NYC.
Both wear Foks leggings, $195; Bloomingdale's stores.

STEADY AS SHE GOES
CUT FROM THE SAME CLOTH
Since you asked, well, yes—the siblings are close.
Adut and Winny wear a Y/Project Lacoste sweater.
Lacoste.com
The Row flats.

MIND OVER MATTER
For her latest resort collection, Muccia Prada blacked out the drab drama of contemporary life, creating pieces of sober simplicity. Prada sleeveless dress ($780) and top ($1980; both at select Prada stores). Louis Vuitton backpack, $2,840; louisvuitton.com Fendi pants, $1,390; fendi.com.
TOP BANANA
The muted palette of a soft yet structured Jil Sander jacket ($1,640, jilsander.com) and Loro Piana pants ($1,975, lorpiana.com) meet a bolt of summery brightness shaped as a Gucci duffle backpack ($2,300, gucci.com).

THE THINGS SHE CARRIED
Cushions from legs bags from Louis Vuitton ($3,000, louisvuitton.com), Hermès (brown shoulder bag, select Hermès stores), MM6 Maison Margiela (red pouch, $355, maisonmargiela.com), Tory Burch (yellow backpack, $278, toryburch.com), Gucci (multicolor bag, $3,200, gucci.com), Tory Burch (blue backpack, $278, toryburch.com), Longchamp (purple backpack, $140, longchamp.com), Bully (red backpack, $1,695, bully.com), Prada (orange backpack, $1,220, prada.com), Givenchy Atelier (white mini backpack, $1,890, givenchy.com), and Prada (blue backpack, $1,200, prada.com). In the story: hair: Ramona Eichebaech; makeup: Grace Ahn. Details, see in this issue.